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Abstract Thermo-electric transport at the nano-scale is a rapidly devel-
oping topic, in particular in superconductor-based hybrid devices. In this
review paper, we first discuss the fundamental principles of electronic cool-
ing in mesoscopic superconducting hybrid structures, the related limitations
and applications. We review recent work performed in Grenoble on the ef-
fects of Andreev reflection, photonic heat transport, phonon cooling, as well
as on an innovative fabrication technique for powerful coolers.

PACS 74.78.Na · 74.45.+c

1 Introduction

Let us consider a NIS tunnel junction made of a Normal metal and a Su-
perconductor, in contact through an Insulator barrier. The superconductor’s
electronic density of states features an energy gap of width ∆. Tunneling
through the junction is possible for electrons with an energy E (compared to
the Fermi level EF ) such that |E| > ∆. Only elastic processes are considered
here. The charge current through such a junction biased at a voltage V is
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[1]:

I =
1

eRN

∫ ∞

−∞

nS(E)[fN (E − eV )− fS(E)]dE (1)

=
1

eRN

∫ ∞

0

nS(E)[fN (E − eV )− fN(E + eV )]dE, (2)

where RN is the normal state resistance, fN the electron energy distribution
in the normal metal and nS(E) the normalized BCS density of states in the
superconductor. No Dynes parameter smearing the superconductor’s density
of states is taken into account. Expression (1) above is the usual one, while
expression (2) can be obtained by a symmetry argument. The latter shows
that the current does not depend on the superconductor temperature, only
on the value of the gap.

When using it as a thermometer [2], a NIS junction is biased at a small
and constant current Ith. The current can be adjusted so that the related heat
flow (see below) can be safely neglected. The voltage drop Vth in the ther-
mometer junction pair is then measured and compared to its value calibrated
against the bath temperature Tbath. This provides a measure of the electronic
temperature Te with a sub-mK resolution. Let us note that the calibration is
realized at equilibrium, with the superconductor and the normal metal being
at the bath temperature. In contrast, practical experiments are usually con-
ducted in quasi-equilibrium conditions where, to a first approximation, only
the normal metal temperature changes. If one considers temperatures above
about half the superconductor critical temperature Tc/2, the related decrease
of the superconductor gap ∆ has to be taken into account. The calibration
then requires the full calculation of the voltage Vth(Te) using Eq. (2).

The same tunnel current can cool down or heat up the normal metal
electron population [3,4]. The heat current through a NIS junction reads:

Q̇0

N =
1

e2RN

∫ ∞

−∞

(E − eV )nS(E)[fN (E − eV )− fS(E)]dE, (3)

where fS is the energy distribution function in the superconductor. Equation
3 differs from Eq. 1 by an additional energy term in the integral, which also
changes the symmetry compared to the charge current case: Q̇0

N (−V ) =

Q̇0

N (V ) while I(−V ) = −I(V ). Equation 3 describes both the cooling and
heating regimes. With a voltage bias V smaller than the gap ∆/e, the tunnel
current is selectively made out of high-energy electrons (or holes) from the
tails of the distribution function. This cools the electronic population of the
normal metal, which means that Q0

N is positive. Every tunnel event extracts
a heat of about kBT while a heat ∆ is dissipated in the system, so that
the cooling efficiency Q̇0

N/IV is about kBTe/∆. Above the gap (|V | > ∆/e),
the heat flow Q0

N becomes negative (the metal is heated). At large bias
|V | ≫ ∆/e, the usual Joule heating regime is reached, Q0

N is equal to −IV/2.
In every case, the full Joule power IV is deposited in the device, so that a
power Q̇S = IV + Q̇0

N is transferred to the superconductor.
In the cases studied here, we assume a quasi-equilibrium situation: the

normal metal electrons and phonons follow thermal energy distribution func-
tions at respective temperatures Te and Tph. For electrons, this is justified
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Fig. 1 Thermal diagram for electronic cooling: a heat Q̇0

N is extracted from a
normal metal N by running a current through a SINIS device, generating also a
voltage V. The current is made of a single-particule tunnel current IT and an
Andreev current IA. Also shown are the different contributions discussed in this
work that affect the actual cooling.

because the inelastic scattering time (of the order of the phase-coherence
time) is much shorter than the mean residence time estimated to about 100
ns for an island of typical dimension 50 nm × 1 µm2 [5]. The thermaliza-
tion of an isolated normal metal electron population to the thermal bath
occurs through electron-phonon coupling. We will make use of the standard
expression:

Pe−ph(Te, Tph) = ΣU(T 5

e − T 5

ph), (4)

of the electron-phonon coupling power, where Σ is a material-dependent
constant and U is the metal volume. Several experiments have demonstrated
the validity of this expression in mesoscopic (micron-sized) devices [6,7],
although it is derived for a bulk material. In what follows, we take for Cu
the established value Σ = 2 nW.µm−3.K−5.

Although electronic cooling can be obtained in a single NIS junction where
the normal metal is isolated from its electrical contact pad by the way of a
thermally-insulating NS contact [3], the symmetric SINIS configuration with
two NIS junctions acting as coolers brings the advantage of simplicity and
a doubled cooling power [4]. Thanks to the current singularity at the gap
edge, the SINIS geometry is rather immune to a small junctions’ resistance
asymmetry [8].

The above considerations form the basis for electronic cooling. This topic
has been discussed in recent reviews [9,10]. Starting from a bath temperature
of about 300 mK, an electronic temperature reduction by a factor of about
3 is routinely achieved in aluminum-copper hybrid devices that are biased at
a voltage just below the gap of superconducting Al. The cooling power is in
the 10 pW range for a tunnel junction area of about a square micron. Micro-
coolers based on large lithographic junctions patterned on a membrane have
demonstrated the cooling a bulk material [11] or a detector [12]. Exciting new
developments towards larger cooling powers [13] and cooling of macroscopic
objects [14] are emblematic of the present activity in the field.
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In practice, electronic cooling in a normal metal is limited by several
mechanisms of fundamental interest, see Fig. 1. Electron-phonon scattering
provides the main channel for thermalization of the electronic bath with
respect to the substrate considered to be a thermal bath. The question of
phonon cooling is therefore of primary importance. In recent years, we have
also studied how other channels of thermalization contribute. In the following,
we will discuss how Andreev current or photonic heat channel alter the elec-
tronic cooling in a SINIS device. We will not discuss quasi-particle relaxation
in the superconducting electrodes, although it is a major and long-standing
issue [15–17].

2 Methods

We study SINIS samples based on a normal metal island symmetrically cou-
pled to two superconducting leads through tunnel barriers, see Fig. 2a. In
general, they are prepared by electronic beam lithography on a resist bilayer,
followed by two-angle evaporation in a high vacuum chamber [18]. We focus
on aluminium as a superconductor because of its unique high-quality oxide.
As a thin film, its critical temperature Tc is about 1.3 K. The normal metal
is usually copper, with a diffusion constant D of about 100 cm2/s. The total
normal-state resistance Rn is in the range 2-3 kΩ for a tunnel junction area
of about 1 µm2. In addition to the two cooling junctions, one can add su-
perconducting tunnel probes in order to probe the normal metal electronic
temperature. In one case, we have built two such complete devices one on
top of the other, in order to study the phonon bath behavior.

Low temperature measurements were performed in a 3He cryostat or a
dilution cryostat. Filtering was provided by π-filters at room temperature
and lossy micro-coaxial lines thermalized at the cold plate. Four-wire d.c.
transport measurements were performed using home-made electronics com-
bining independent current bias sources, one of them providing the voltage
reference, the other being floating. The differential conductance dI/dV (V ) is
obtained by numerical differentiation. We have taken special care to deter-
mine most accurately the sub-gap conductance of our current-biased samples
down to a level of about 10−4 of the normal state conductance. Plots are usu-
ally a combination of multiple curves covering different measurement ranges,
extending over several decades of current values. Semi-log plots are useful to
provide a good understanding of the charge and heat transport. In such a
plot, the sub-gap differential conductance of a NIS junction at constant tem-
perature follows a linear behavior with the voltage drop. This comes from the
fact that the Fermi distribution function of the energy can be approximated
to a decaying exponential at energies well above or below the Fermi level.

In order to understand some of the experimental observations, we have
investigated theoretically various aspects of heat and charge transport in
NIS tunnel junctions. Since the devices measured experimentally are in the
diffusive limit, the appropriate theoretical framework to describe thermo-
electric transport is based on quasi-classical Keldysh-Usadel equations [19,
20]. Specifically, using this formalism, we have calculated the two-particle
current due to Andreev reflection [21]. This is relevant for the experiments
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discussed in Section 3 below. We also considered the effect of inelastic relax-
ation in the superconductor lead [22]. In the absence of strong relaxation,
both the electric current and the cooling power at low voltages are sup-
pressed. We could attribute this suppression to the effect of back-tunneling
of non-equilibrium quasiparticles from the superconductor into the normal
metal, a topic relevant for the experiments described in Section 5 below.

3 Heating induced by the Andreev current

Operation and limitations of NIS electronic coolers in the low-temperature
regime (T ≪ Tc) have been questioned in the past [23]. A residual smearing
of the superconductor density of states has been proposed as the origin of
the inferior performance with respect to theoretical expectations.

At low energy |E| < ∆, charge transfer at a NIS interface occurs through
Andreev reflection [24,25]. In the normal metal, an electron (a hole) im-
pinging on the superconducting interface is reflected as a hole (an electron),
enabling the transfer of a Cooper pair into (out of) the superconductor. For
a NIS tunnel junction of intermediate or low transparency, the Andreev re-
flection probability is predicted to be vanishingly small. Taking into account
the quasi-particles confinement in the vicinity of the interface, this is no
longer true. This confinement can be induced by disorder or the presence
of a second barrier in the normal metal. A single quasiparticle then experi-
ences several collisions with the interface [26,27] so that the actual Andreev
reflection transmission coefficient corresponds to the coherent addition of
many individual transmission probabilities. Therefore, the Andreev sub-gap
current can significantly exceed the ballistic case prediction [28].

Fig. 2b displays on a logarithmic scale the differential conductance of a
SINIS device for a series of cryostat temperatures [29]. We observe in the high
temperature (T > 200 mK) data an upward curvature which constitutes a
clear signature of electronic cooling. In the low temperature regime (T <
200 mK), clearly a different characteristic is obtained with a differential con-
ductance peak at zero bias. The zero-bias differential conductance increases
while the temperature is lowered below about 200 mK. We ascribe the low
bias differential conductance peak to an Andreev current, i.e. a double par-
ticle tunnel current created by Andreev reflections at the NIS junctions.

In order to calculate the Andreev current, we take into account the finite
gap ∆ and the disorder both in the normal metal and in the superconductor.
We consider the 1D regime where the coherence length of an Andreev pair
in the normal metal LE =

√

h̄D/E [30] is much larger than the junction
dimension. Usadel equations formalism can also be used and provide the
same result [21]. In the probe junction, the electronic temperature can be
considered as constant and very close to the cryostat temperature. In this
case, the isothermal calculation fits nicely the experiment (not shown). In the
cooler junction, the non-linear behavior in a semi-log scale (Fig. 2c) shows
that electronic cooling (and heating) has to be taken into account.

The work performed by the current source feeding the circuit with a
(Andreev) current IA generates a Joule heating IAV (> 0) that is deposited
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Fig. 2 (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of a typical cooler
sample made of a normal metal Cu electrode (light grey) connected to two su-
perconducting Al reservoirs (dark grey) through tunnel junctions. One additional
probe junction connected to one Al reservoir is visible at the bottom. (b) Nor-
malized differential conductance as a function of the voltage and at the cryostat
temperatures of 90 (red curve), 230 (blue), 330 (green), 440 mK (brown) and 600
mK (red). (c) Current-voltage characteristic of the S-I-N-I-S cooler junction as a
function the voltage at cryostat temperature of 90 (red line), 230 (blue) and 330
mK (green) together with best-fit calculated curves. Dot-dashed line: model includ-
ing the cooling by the tunnel current, with parameters 2∆ = 0.43 meV, K.A = 144
W.K−4. Dashed line: model including in addition the Andreev current, but not the
related heating, with the parameters D = 80 cm2.s−1, Lϕ =1.5 µm. Dotted lines:
full model taking into account the Andreev current and the related heating. Com-
pared to theoretical calculation, the Andreev current was multiplied by 1.55. (d)
Dependence of the calculated electronic temperature with the voltage as derived
from the fit of the experimental results and for a series of cryostat temperatures:
90 (red symbols), 140 (green) and 230 mK (blue).

in the normal metal. The full heat balance equation for the normal metal
electrons can then be written as:

2Q̇0

N + Pe−ph − IAV = 0. (5)

Here the factor 2 accounts for the presence of two tunnel junctions. In the
low-temperature limit considered here, the normal metal phonons can be
considered as thermalized at the bath temperature: Tph = Tbath. With this
complete heat balance equation taken into account, we calculate the current-
voltage characteristic at every cryostat temperature. The agreement is very
good at every temperature, see Fig. 2c, and covers 4 orders of magnitude for
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the current. At temperatures above about 300 mK, phonon cooling introduces
significant corrections, see below.

The numerical solution of the heat balance equations also provides the
electron temperature at every bias. Fig. 2d shows the calculated dependence
of the normal metal central island electron temperature with the voltage
across the cooler. At very low temperature, the electron temperature first
increases with the bias due to Andreev current heating, before decreasing
due to the single quasi-particle tunnel current-based cooling effect. Although
the Andreev current is a small effect in a such junction if one considers
the charge current, this is no longer true if one considers the heat current.
Compared to a Joule power IV , the Andreev current contributes fully to
heating while the tunnel current cools with a moderate efficiency kBTe/∆ of
about 5 % at a 100 mK electron temperature.

4 Photonic heat channel

In metallic systems, heat conduction can be achieved by electrons, phonons
and also photons. The photonic channel [31] was recently revealed experi-
mentally [32,33] at very low temperature in devices including superconduct-
ing transmission lines. With a good matching between the source and the
drain, the thermal conductance of a superconducting transmission line is
equal to the thermal conductance quantum [34]: KQ = k2BTπ/6h̄. The pho-
tonic channel for heat transfer can in principle couple metallic systems that
are galvanically isolated, e.g. through a capacitor, or weakly coupled, e.g.
through a tunnel junction. This effect can be beneficial in some cases, but
also detrimental when one wants to maintain two electronic populations at
different quasi-equilibrium temperatures. This is precisely the case encoun-
tered in electronic coolers.

We have investigated theoretically the photonic heat transfer through
a general reactive impedance, i.e. a linear coupling circuit that contains a
capacitor, an inductance, a resonant circuit or a transmission line [35]. Only
the case of a capacitor will be discussed here, but the same approach can
be used in all cases. We follow a simple circuit approach [36], valid at low
temperatures when the relevant photons have wavelengths larger than the
size of the typical circuit element. The metallic parts can then be treated as
lumped elements characterized by an electrical impedance.

Let us consider a circuit of two pure resistors 1 and 2 of resistance R
coupled capacitively through an impedance Zc = 1/iωC, see Fig. 3b inset.
With a small temperature difference and using the dimensionless frequency

x =
h̄ω

2kBT
, (6)

the exchanged power P1,2 and the thermal conductance KC are given by:

P1,2 = KC∆T =
Tk2B
πh̄

∫ ∞

0

dxTC(x)
x2

sinh2(x)
∆T. (7)
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Fig. 3 (a) Case of a capacitive coupling. Normalized spectrum of the thermal noise
power density x2/ sinh2 x (black dots), the photon transmission coefficient TC(x) =
x2/(x2+α2

C) (dotted blue line) and of photonic heat (thin red full line) as a function
of the dimensionless frequency, for values of the parameter αC = 0.03, 1 and 30
from top to bottom. The frequency is plotted in units of the thermal frequency
2kBT/h̄. We consider the case of perfect resistance matching R1 = R2 = R. (b)
Dependence of the photonic power through a capacitive coupling impedance on the
parameter αC for different values of the relative temperature difference ∆T/T , in
units of KQ∆T , the maximum photonic power in the case of a linear response.

taking into account the frequency-dependent photon transmission coefficient:

TC(x) =
x2

x2 + α2

C

. (8)

The cross-over frequency is determined by the parameter

αC =
h̄

4RCkBT
; (9)

it separates a low-frequency regime x ≪ αC where the capacitor is opaque
and TC(x) ∼ x2/α2

C ≪ 1 from a high-frequency regime x ≫ αC where the
capacitor is transparent and TC(x) ∼ 1.

Fig. 3a displays the photon transmission coefficient TC . The limit αC ≪ 1
means that the capacitance is large, i.e. it has a negligible impedance over
most of the thermal spectrum. The transparency TC is then equal to unity
and one recovers KC = KQ. In the limit αC ≫ 1, the photonic signal is
strongly suppressed by the RC filter composed of the series capacitance and
the receiver resistance, leading to KC ≪ KQ.

The total photonic power, integrated over the full frequency range, is
shown in Fig. 3b as a function of the parameter αC . We compare both linear
and non-linear response, changing the values of the relative temperature dif-
ference ∆T/T . The total power is maximal for small αC ; it decays as 1/α

2

C

when αC is large. A cross-over between the linear regime P ∝ ∆T and the
non-linear regime occurs at ∆T/T ≈ 1. When the temperature difference is
large, the photonic thermal conductance is larger than its quantum because
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of the broader frequency range of the emitted photons. Nevertheless, the
thermal conductance remain of the order of KQ, i.e. 1 pW/K at 1 K, and
thus little contributes in usual situations.

5 Phonon cooling

As mentioned above, the electron-phonon coupling provides the main channel
for coupling of the cooled electron population to the thermal bath of the
cryostat. The question arises of the actual temperature of the phonon bath
in the normal metal. At a temperature T , phonons have a thermal wavelength
of the order of hc/kBT , where c is the material-dependent sound velocity.
This dominant wavelength amounts to about 200 nm in Cu at 1 K, which
is the order of magnitude of an usual device dimensions. It is thus generally
assumed that phonons in a mesoscopic quantum device are strongly mixed
with the substrate phonons and are thus thermalized at the bath temperature
[9].

Nevertheless, phonon cooling is at the heart of the possibility of cool-
ing a bulk detector [37] or a quantum device [38] supported on a membrane
cooled by superconducting tunnel junctions. The same situation also holds for
suspended metallic beams [39,40]. Recently, measurements of the electron-
phonon coupling strength in a thin metallic film at T ≈ 0.1-0.3 K demon-
strated that it is nearly completely substrate-insensitive [41]. This supports
the idea of an independent phonon population in the metallic thin film. While
this phonon bath could exhibit specific properties due to its reduced dimen-
sionality [42,43], only small deviations from bulk material properties were
observed in suspended devices [44].

We have devised a dual-level sample with two independent but stacked
SINIS devices including electron thermometers, see Fig. 4a. The experiment
[45] consists in current-biasing one of the two level’s cooler junction pair
while monitoring simultaneously the related voltage drop V as well as the
two levels’ electronic temperatures Te,b and Te,t, where ”b” stand for bottom
and ”t” for top. As no power is directly injected in the unbiased electronic
bath, its temperature is equal to the included metal’s phonon temperature.
For voltages below 2∆/e applied to the bottom level, we observe the expected
electronic cooling, see Fig. 4d. At voltages V above 2∆/e, we observe a hot-
electron regime: the temperature Te,b increases and goes well above the bath
temperature of 432 mK.

Remarkably, when the bottom level electronic temperature decreases, the
top electronic temperature Te,t also diminishes with a variation ∆Te,t reach-
ing a maximum of - 2.0 mK, see Fig. 4e. As the operation of the electronic
cooler is dissipative as a whole, i.e. heat is dissipated in the chip, this ob-
servation cannot be related to an improper thermalization of the chip or of
electrical leads. The observed cooling of the top level therefore demonstrates
phonon cooling in the normal conductors of the experiment.

The cooling/heating power was calculated by using Eq. 3, the measured
electronic temperature, and a value ∆ = 214 µeV . As a fraction of the hot
quasi-particles injected in the superconductor tunnels back in the normal
metal, we have described this as a correction to the power proportional to
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Fig. 4 (a) SEM image of the device. Each of the two normal islands (colorized
in red or in green) is inserted between two sets of superconducting junctions. One
junction pair is used as a cooler (or heater) and the other one is used as thermome-
ter. (b) Schematic side-view of the set-up. The top (t) and bottom (b) levels are
galvanically isolated from each other by a 40 nm thick layer of Si. (c) Heat transfer
model. Electrons and phonons of the bottom (top) island at a respective tempera-

ture Te,b and Tph,b (Te,t and Tph,t) exchange a heat power Q̇b
e−ph (Q̇t

e−ph). Phonons

of each island are coupled together via the Kapitza power K̇b−t, and to the bath
phonons via K̇b−s and K̇t−s. (d) Electronic temperatures Te,b and Te,t = Tph,t as a
function of the voltage V across the bottom cooler/heater junctions at a bath tem-
perature Tbath = 432 mK. (e) Temperature variations ∆Te,b and ∆Te,t = ∆Tph,t

based on the same data, the latter temperature change being amplified by a fac-
tor 30. (f) Maximum of ∆Te,b (circles) and ∆Te,t (squares) as a function of the
bath temperature. (g) Electronic temperatures Te,b (green circles) and Te,t (red
diamonds) as a function of the absolute value of the power injected in the bottom

island. Grey squares show Te,b plotted as a function of the raw power Q̇0

N , while all

other data are plotted as a function of the corrected power Q̇N = Q̇0

N + αQS. The
dash-dotted and the dotted lines corresponds to the point where the power Q̇0

N or
Q̇N respectively change sign. The full lines are fits calculated using a single set of
parameters. The black dotted lines indicate the calculated phonon temperature of
the island that is cooled or heated. Bath temperature is 281 mK.

Q̇S [46]: the net power then writes Q̇N = Q̇0

N +αQ̇S . The fit parameter value
α = 0.087 is comparable to what appears in the literature [46]. The electronic

temperature as a function of the net power Q̇N absolute value then follows a
single curve when one goes through the maximum cooling point, see Fig. 4g.

We consider a thermal model, see Fig. 4c, assuming two distinct phonon
populations at quasi-equilibrium at temperatures Tph,b and Tph,t in the bot-
tom and top metallic islands respectively. We assume that two neighbouring
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phonon populations (here x and y) are coupled through a Kapitza heat flow
of the form

K̇x−y = kxyaxy[T
4

ph,x − T 4

ph,y] (10)

[9], where axy holds for the contact area between the two considered popula-
tions and kxy is an interface materials-dependent parameter. We have chosen
to take a common value for the substrate-bottom and bottom-top Kapitza
parameters. The fit-derived value kbt = kbs = 45 pW.µm−2.K−4 compares
well to values from the literature for a Cu-Si interface [47]. As for the top-
substrate coupling, considering the contact area ats to be the area of the
tunnel junctions connected to the island, one obtains a Kapitza coefficient
of 920 pW.µm−2.K−4, which is much larger than anticipated. Thus the heat
transfer occurs presumably also along the continuous Si layer separating the
two levels, which explains the relatively modest amplitude of the observed
phonon cooling.

From the thermal balance relations, one can calculate the phonon temper-
ature variation in the cooled or heated metal, see dotted lines in Fig. 4g. The
phonon population temperature decoupling is significant in the temperature
range 0.3 - 1 K, consistently with previous estimates [48]. At lower tempera-
ture, the electron-phonon bottle-neck makes the phonon temperature tend to
the bath temperature. At a bath temperature below 100 mK, phonon cooling
becomes negligable.

Our experimental study thus demonstrates the existence of an indepen-
dent phonon bath in a quantum device. The thermal couplings are well de-
scribed with the usual laws for electron-phonon coupling and Kapitza resis-
tances. This new understanding has significant outcomes in the analysis of
quantum nano-electronic devices thermal behavior.

6 Towards large electronic cooling power

Optimizing a SINIS device for electron cooling can be achieved by increas-
ing the heat current and/or isolating better the cooled electron bath. As
the heat current is proportional to the tunnel barriers’ conductance, reduc-
ing the barriers’ thickness is the first option. Nevertheless, this can lead to
the appearance of two-particle Andreev reflection processes at low energy,
which deposit heat in the normal metal [29]. The obvious alternative is to
increase the junction area at a fixed transparency [49]. We present a method
to fabricate large area SINIS devices of high quality and with a suspended
normal metal [50]. The method is based on a pre-deposited multilayer of
metals, which can be prepared at the highest quality. The upper normal part
is suspended in the first lithography, which keeps it isolated from the sub-
strate. The second lithography defines the junction area with any geometry
of interest.

The fabrication starts with depositing a Al/AlOx/Cu multilayer on an
oxidized silicon substrate. A first deep ultra-violet lithography is used to
define the overall device geometry. The central part is a series of adjacent
holes of diameter 2 µm and with a side-to-side separation of 2 µm, see Fig.
5b. The copper layer is etched away over the open areas using either Ion
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Fig. 5 (a) From top: fabrication starts with an Al/AlOx/Cu multilayer, on which
a photoresist is patterned with contact pads and holes. Then, Cu and Al are succes-
sively etched, leaving a suspended membrane of Cu along the line of adjacent holes.
A second lithography and etch define the Cu central island. (b) Optical microscope
image showing regions by decreasing brightness: bare Al, Cu on Al, suspended Cu
and substrate. On the top, two thermometer junctions are added. (c) Colorized
scanning electron micrograph of a sample cut using Focused Ion Beam, showing
the Cu layer suspended over the holes region. The thickness of Al and Cu is 400
and 100 nm, respectively. (d) Current-voltage characteristic and (e) differential
conductance of a sample at different cryostat temperatures.

Beam Etching (IBE) or wet etching. The aluminum is then etched through
the same resist mask, using a weak base. The etching time is controlled as
to completely remove aluminum from the circular region within a horizontal
distance of about 2 µm starting from the hole side. The line of adjacent holes
visible in Fig. 5b therefore creates a continuous gap in the Al film, bridged
only by a stripe of freely hanging Cu. The area of the NIS junctions is defined
by a second lithography. Through the open areas, trenches are etched into the
copper layer only, using one of the two methods cited above. These trenches
allow to isolate a copper island, which forms the central normal metal part
of the SINIS device.

Fig. 5d,e shows the current-voltage characteristic and the numerically-
derived differential conductance of a typical sample at various cryostat tem-
peratures. We have measured the electronic temperature as a function of the
cooler voltage bias by using the two attached smaller junctions, see Fig. 5b,
as an electron thermometer. At a bath temperature Tbath of 300 mK and at
the optimum bias point, the measured electronic temperature Te reaches a
minimum of 240 mK.

Removing the contact between the substrate and the cooled metal by
suspending the latter is quite promising for electronic refrigeration applica-
tions as it can significantly improve cooling of electrons and phonons. Our
approach also has the advantage that as fabrication starts with preparing the
multilayer, the wafer can be baked in ultra-high vacuum environment, which
is an essential ingredient for obtaining pinhole-free large-area NIS junctions.
This process has recently been improved by including a quasi-particle drain
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in good contact with the superconducting electrodes. A nanoWatt cooling
power [13] as well as a base temperature down to 30 mK have been demon-
strated [51]. This high performance can be understood only by assuming
some phonon cooling in the suspended metal.

7 Conclusion

As a summary, we have reviewed a series of experimental studies combined
with theoretical analyses of different phenomena at work in SINIS electronic
coolers. Andreev current heating, coupling to phonons, phonon cooling, pho-
tonic coupling are all important limiting factors and either can dominate,
depending on the practical case. The field is in constant progress, for exam-
ple with the demonstration of improved performance [13] and suitability for
the cooling of macroscopic objects [14].
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